Beaver Bait Blonde

Rye IPA

An easy-drinking ale, perfect to quench your thirst & wake

This India Pale Ale is a hop forward ale with spicy rye malt
shining through adding considerable complexity. Featuring
fruit forward Sultana hops for bitterness and flavor, and
dry hopped with Sultana and Mosaic hops this beer sings in
your mouth.

up your taste buds. This ale is perfect for people who
enjoy lagers. It is low in malty flavor and low in

hops/bitterness. In the logging world, “Beaver Bait means
“Loose Logs”.

IBU 52; 6.5% ABV

IBU 35; 5.3 % ABV

. Ponderosa Pilsner
Crisp, light, dry yet refreshing Czechoslovakian style pilsner
with medium bitterness, crisp malt and hop flavor.
IBU 45; 5.1 % ABV

Bad Axe IPA
We use Simcoe and Amarillo hops, and dry hopped also
with Simcoe and Amarillo to make this bright crisp NW
style IPA burst with tropical notes and a long lasting finish
. IBU 62; 7.7% ABV

Yellow Belly Wheat

Knotted Porter

The palate presents itself of clove and banana from the
authentic Weihenstephan German yeast strain. Our
hefeweizen lingers with a crisp citrus finish.

Our robust Porter is dark & roasty with mild bitterness and
low hop aroma which allows this malty chocolaty elixir to
shine! Porters originated out of London and were named
after the transport workers of the day that consumed
a lot of the dark ales..

IBU: 24 ABV: 5.4%

IBU: 28, ABV: 5.8%

At Last Amber

Patch Cut Pumpkin Porter

An easy drinking Amber Ale that is full of fruity flavor.
Features Cascade hops and a smooth malty backbone to
round out this classic craft beer offering.
IBU 38; 6.2% ABV

Our robust Knotted Porter that has been aged on classic
pumpkin pie spices; Fresh Ginger, All Spice, Whole Cloves,
Nutmeg, and Cinnamon.

Greenleaf IPA

R I S : Russian Imperial
Imperial Stout

Hops, Hops, Hops. Made using a technique called hop
bursting, this IPA delivers a mellow bitterness with strong
hop aroma & flavor.. Named for Bothell history, Columbus
S. Greenleaf was one of the first settlers in Bothell.

This stout is big bold and beautiful. Roasted barley,
chocolate malt and a meaningful amount of crystal malt
round out this bol’shoy mal’chik ( Big Boy ).

IBU: 28, ABV: 5.8%

IBU 58; 8.2% ABV

IBU 60; 6.4% ABV

Debbie Barley Wine*
Wine*

House Made Hard Seltzer

“Debbie” is a sipping ale. Hornindal Kveik yeast affects
the beer with an intense, tropical flavor along with an
aroma of fresh pineapple, mango and tangerine. Flavors
of fig and brown sugar abound, and a lingering
sweet/bitterness from the chinook, cascade and comet
hops coats your palate as you sip this wonderfully big beer.

A slightly sweet, slightly tropical - effervescent
hard seltzer. Fermented with a Norwegian Kveik yeast.
Served “naked” or fruit flavored.
Flavors: Blood Orange; Cranberry; Lemon/Lime;
Raspberry and Peach.

70 IBU , 9.6% ABV
* available to go in 32oz Crowlers for $12
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New Batch: Now 5.5% ABV

